
Barbara's story

This is me modelling an Ocelot printed Beaver Lamb coat at my workplace S.G
Worden's furriers in High Street in Manchester. I'm 30 in this picture and I think I
probably lined it or sewed it together. It probably sold for about £50 or so.

I started work at 15 years old and my first wage packet was £1.25. My old
neighbour took me to where she was a furrier. It was a bit frightening - they
started me off with making fur buttons - they weren't used much as people
preferred hook and eye fastenings. It was hard getting used to wearing a thimble
on with no top, but the fur was hard to sew through without one. It was interesting
- I learned to use a sewing machine and we made linings for the coats, cutting
them out with a pattern , ready to fit the coat.



We started off a coat - the cutter prepared the skins. With mink we had to double
the length by cutting a V shape which we marked into the skin with a roller and so
all the fur was even all the way down . You had to sew it very fine, guiding through
the machine and pushing the fur down with a tool, which was a crochet hook with
the end filed down).

It was very close work. The skins were nailed out damp on big boards and when
they were dry they were cut out to a pattern. I learned all the different jobs - they
started me off on a fur machine which is different from an ordinary one. It was
mainly men who did the cutting and nailing. I did a bit of everything so I was called
an All Rounder.

Some women only did machining, others only did finishing - putting
shoulder pads, hooks and eyes, pockets and linings. We made some
lovely things like Mink, Arctic Fox, Musquash, Indian Lamb, Beaver
Lamb, and Coney (another word for Rabbit!) and also made stoles and
fox furs with tails and glass eyes. Are made of rodent type animals,
some were bred for use, so they had perfect skins, no shot or trap
marks, then the fur trade was closed down because of animal rights,
hundreds of minks (which are vicious little animals) wer put in the
country and caused problems for the farmers. Fake furs are quite nice,

sbut will never feel or wear as well as the real
ithing.


